
Climate Risk

Our convictions to manage climate risk involve a thorough 
strategy that impacts all levels of the organization 

Climate change has brought numerous challenges to society, we can qualify its associated risk as the Climate risk and the
financial industry is not spared. Climate risk combines social & environmental aspects and two distinct concepts of physical
& transition risk.
The financial industry must understand that under-capitalization of Climate risk is growing and that estimating & securitizing
unexpected losses are not enough. With the current environment financial institutions have already started to integrate Climate
risk, in addition the regulators are slowly but surely addressing this risk :
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Climate risk characteristics

Following the recommendations of the United Nations Task Force on Climate–Related Financial Disclosure,
worldwide regulators are drafting regulating texts for financial institutions to take into consideration Climate 

risk when pursuing their core business. 

In 2020, all major regulators have outlined the necessity to disclose climate risk for transparency purposes, laggard 
regulators on the topic are brought up to level, indicating a convergence on the topic.

• Climate risk is transversal and polymorph

• Climate risk is gradual and therefore must be 
integrated in financial institutions’ balance 
sheets in a progressive matter

• Climate risk is not an incentive in the sense 
that financial institutions are not incentivized to 
move towards greener financing

• Climate risk is additive, integration cannot lead 
to a total risk reduction for institutions

• Climate risk is a material risk and as such 
should be integrated into appropriate 
regulation

• Climate risk is still and mainly reputational 
within the financial industry

European Banking Authority (2020)
• Guide to comply with the 

regulation expectations for 
climate risks 

• Integration of ESG disclosure in 
pillar 3 reporting

• Climate stress testing for 
Eurozone banks in 2022

Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority (2019)
• Framework to assess the 

“Greenness Baseline” of 
individual banks and priority 
to green investment under 
certain circumstances

Bank of Canada and 
OSFI (2020)
• Pilot Project on 

climate risk 
scenarios

Federal Reserve (2020)
• First statement on climate risk and 

the need for standardized 
disclosure
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The integration of climate risk into the strategy of financial institutions can be complex given its involvement in different 
branches of the financial institution.

Build an appetite for climate 
risk, by defining the level of 
climate risk consumption 
while adapting it to regional or 
sectoral factors

It is also necessary to 
intensify the bank's risk 
culture by integrating climate 
risk (education and strategic 
impact assessment 
projection)

• Marketplace benchmark 
based on regulators' 
expectations

• Mapping of regulatory 
gaps

• Plan for implementing 
regulatory requirements 
within institutions

Reduce the impact of risk on 
the bank to think of a different 
kind of support for clients

Support strategic positions 
related to climate risk with 
reliable studies and analyses

• Integration of risk and 
capital measures into 
medium-term financial 
planning based on in-
house risk score boards

• Multi-criteria analysis 
according to 8 axes of the 
organization's internal 
practices

Optimize the defined risk profile 
by anticipating the impacts 
of a transition and thus 
reallocate risk to green clients 
or financing

This will enable the 
implementation of 
outsourcing, risk reduction or 
hedging schemes

• Matrix approach with the 
integration of the climate 
risk dimension 

• Taxonomy approach, 
classification tool and basis 
for future regulations

• Specialized Risk & Analytics 
team to preform stress 
testing and propose 
scenarios

Communicate clearly on your 
climate risk management 
methodology and program:

Communicate on your 
strategy to take into account 
the climate risk in your 
investments
Communicate on your green 
side (ESG and TCDF)

• Release public statements 
to demonstrate your 
integration of climate risk 
goals

• Local and 
Global partnerships with 
recognized leaders in the 
market

Internal 
organization
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